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ABSTRACT Collective cell movement is a crucial component of embryonic development. Intercellular interactions regulate col-
lective cell movement by allowing cells to transfer information. A key question is how collective cell movement itself influences
information flow produced in tissues by intercellular interactions. Here, we study the effect of collective cell movement on the
synchronization of locally coupled genetic oscillators. This study is motivated by the segmentation clock in zebrafish somitogen-
esis, where short-range correlated movement of cells has been observed. We describe the segmentation clock tissue by a
Voronoi diagram, cell movement by the force balance of self-propelled and repulsive forces between cells, the dynamics of
the direction of self-propelled motion, and the synchronization of genetic oscillators by locally coupled phase oscillators. We
find that movement with a correlation length of about 2 ~ 3 cell diameters is optimal for the synchronization of coupled oscillators.
Quantification of cell mixing reveals that this short-range correlation of cell movement allows cells to exchange neighbors most
efficiently. Moreover, short-range correlated movement strongly destabilizes nonuniform spatial phase patterns, further promot-
ing global synchronization. Our theoretical results suggest that collective cell movement may enhance the synchronization of the
segmentation clock in zebrafish somitogenesis. More generally, collective cell movement may promote information flow in tis-
sues by enhancing cell mixing and destabilizing spurious patterns.
INTRODUCTION
Collective cell movement is widely observed during embry-
onic development (1–4). In some situations, for example the
lateral line primordium of zebrafish, moving cells are phys-
ically connected by tight cell-cell junctions (1,5). In other
situations, such as the streaming of the neural crest cell pop-
ulation, cells lack tight cell-cell junctions (6–8). In general,
the organization of collective cell movements requires
mechanisms to share information across tissues, and inter-
cellular signaling provides a way to transmit information
for collective cellular behaviors.

A key question is how collective cell movement in turn
influences the flow of information across a cell population.
Vertebrate somitogenesis may provide a model system to
address this question. It features both collective cell move-
ment and intercellular signaling, and allows the outcome
of information sharing to be visualized as the synchroniza-
tion of coupled genetic oscillators, the segmentation clock.
Somites, the precursor of segmental structures of the adult
body, segregate sequentially from an unsegmented tissue
called presomitic mesoderm (PSM), see reviews (9–11).
Segregation of somites occurs rhythmically, for example,
roughly every 30 min in zebrafish embryos (12). Somitogen-
esis period and somite length are thought to be determined
by cyclic gene expression observed in the PSM (13,14).
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Cells in the PSM have a genetic oscillator composed of
negative feedback loops (15–20). Cells communicate with
each other through membrane proteins, Notch and Delta,
to synchronize the phase of their genetic oscillations (21–
28). Binding of Delta to Notch induces the cleavage of
Notch intracellular domain, which activates cyclic genes
in the cell nucleus. The genetic oscillator regulates the pro-
duction of Delta, causing oscillatory intercellular signals.
Because the disruption of synchronization leads to defected
somite boundary formation (23–25), the mechanism for
synchronization is a fundamental element in vertebrate
somitogenesis.

Posterior to the PSM, in the tailbud, the phase of cyclic
gene expression is spatially synchronized across the region.
It has been shown that cells move around in the tailbud,
exchanging neighbors frequently (24,29–32). Cell move-
ment in the PSM during somitogenesis has been experimen-
tally studied for its potential relevance to axis elongation
in vertebrate embryos (30–34). In chick embryos, cells
perform a random walk movement in the posterior PSM
(30,31). In the zebrafish PSM, a recent experimental study
observed collective cell movement during somitogenesis
(32). The study reported positively correlated cell move-
ment in the ventral side of the tailbud, with a correlation
length of 20 ~ 100 mm, corresponding to roughly 2 ~ 10
cell diameters (32).

Previous theoretical studies indicated that synchroniza-
tion of genetic oscillators is enhanced when the movement
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pattern of cells is random (35,36). Random movement of
oscillators effectively extends their interaction range, accel-
erating the realization of synchronization (37). However, if
cells tend to move coherently, relative position exchanges
will hardly occur, impeding the effect of cell movement
on synchronization. The observation of coherent movement
(32) raises the question whether collective cell move-
ment can still enhance the synchronization of the seg-
mentation clock. In addition, previous studies on the
synchronization of mobile coupled oscillators used simple
descriptions for their movement, such as random exchange
of locations between oscillators in the lattice (35–37), and
random walk movement in a continuous domain without
volume exclusion (38–41). These simplifications allow
many formulae for synchronization dynamics to be analyti-
cally derived, but in reality cells with finite volume move in
a space under intercellular physical forces. The contact sur-
face area between two cells gradually increases as they
come close to each other. The time evolution of network to-
pology for intercellular interactions, that is which cell inter-
acts with which, is influenced by the mechanical processes
of cell movement. Thus, it is necessary to develop a general
physical model to study the effect of cell movement on syn-
chronization dynamics of the segmentation clock.

To address these points, here we develop a physical model
for collective cell movement and the phase dynamics of the
segmentation clock. We use numerical simulations to show
that a movement pattern with a short-range velocity correla-
tion is optimal for synchronization across a population. The
mean squared difference of the displacement between pairs
of cells shows that this optimal collective movement maxi-
mizes cell mixing. These theoretical results indicate that a
detailed quantification of relative cell movement is key to
understanding synchronization dynamics of the segmenta-
tion clock.
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FIGURE 1 Theoretical description of collective cell movement in the

zebrafish tailbud. (A) Two-dimensional Voronoi tessellation represents

cell shape. The green dots indicate cell centers. (B) Contact length lij
(red) and intercellular distance rij (orange) between cells i and j. (C) Repul-

sive force F is a function of the distance rij between cells i and j, see Eq. 2.

(D) Polarity ni aligns toward instantaneous velocity vi, see Eq. 3. To see this

figure in color, go online.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theory

In this work, we examine whether cell movement patterns with velocity cor-

relations affect the synchronization dynamics of coupled oscillators across

a field of cells. The theory introduced below describes cells in the tailbud of

a zebrafish embryo, where coherent cell movement and phase synchroniza-

tion of cyclic gene expression have been reported. The theory consists of

four key elements: 1), a description of the tissue and cell shapes; 2), a bal-

ance of forces describing the movement of cells as particles; 3), the align-

ment dynamics of self-propelled motility; and 4), the synchronization

dynamics of coupled oscillators. Below we introduce dimensionless equa-

tions for cellular mobility and the phase dynamics of the segmentation

clock. In the Appendix, we derive these dimensionless equations from a

fully dimensional theory.

For a clear presentation of the effects of correlated movement, we adopt a

simple description of the tissue. In a two-dimensional continuous space of

size L � L, we locate N cells. The dimensionless length L is expressed in

units of the lengthscale given by the isolated cell diameter r0, which we

use as a characteristic lengthscale throughout this work, see Eq. 16 in the

Appendix. To exclude boundary effects, we adopt periodic boundary condi-
tions in space. We do not consider cell division and cell apoptosis in the

theory for simplicity, so the total number of cells N is fixed in simulations.

The cell density is r ¼ N/L2. In most of the PSM, cells are densely packed.

Although in the tailbud they appear to be less tightly packed (31), this con-

dition enhances cellular mobility so the small gaps between cells are very

short lived. For this reason, in this work we choose a cell density r such

that the distance between the centers of nearest cells is approximately equal

to the diameter of an isolated cell r0. In the dimensionless model this dis-

tance is equal to 1.

Let xi(t)¼ (xi(t), yi(t)) be the position of the center of cell i (i¼ 1,2,.,N)

at dimensionless time t in the two-dimensional space. We use the timescale

of phase dynamics as the characteristic timescale in this work, see Eq. 17 in

the Appendix. To determine cellular shapes and the neighboring relation of

cells, we use a two-dimensional Voronoi tessellation based on these cell

centers, Fig. 1 A. This approach has been used to describe various tissues

including the neurogenic region of insect ectoderms (42), the intestinal

crypt (43), and the chick limb bud (44). We assume here that the shape

of the Voronoi region for the cell center xi represents the shape of cell i.

The contact length between cells i and j is then determined by the boundary

between the two corresponding Voronoi regions, Fig. 1 B. In a Voronoi

diagram there is no gap space between cells. This tessellation provides a

good approximation for cell shapes, given the cell density observed in

the tissue. In Text S1 in the Supporting Material we analyze an alternative

description, in which cells are represented by soft discs allowing for gaps

between them, Fig. S1. We obtain the same qualitative results as with the

Voronoi tessellation, showing that our results are not sensitive to the choice

of cell shape and packing.

Collective movement of cells and animals has been extensively studied in

the context of statistical physics because of the occurrence of phase transi-

tions (45,46), and the interesting dynamic properties of active matter (47).

Because the mechanism for generating collective cell movement in the

zebrafish tailbud has not been established yet, here we adopt a phenomeno-

logical description of cell movement that can reproduce the movement

patterns observed in this tissue (32). We describe cell movement by a

dimensionless overdamped equation derived from Newton’s second law
Biophysical Journal 107(2) 514–526
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in the presence of self-propelled cellular motion and intercellular forces

(see the Appendix (48)):

dxiðtÞ
dt

¼ v0niðtÞ þ m
X
j˛ViðtÞ

F
�
xi; xj

�
; (1)

where v0 is the modulus of self-propulsion velocity, ni ¼ (cos4i,sin4i) is a

unit vector pointing at an angle 4 (t) representing the polarity of self-
i

propelled motion, m is the coefficient of intercellular force strength. The

summation is carried over the Voronoi neighbors of cell i denoted as

Vi(t), and F(xi,xj) represents the physical force between cells i and j. For

simplicity, we consider repulsive central forces representing the volume

exclusion interaction between neighboring cells, F(xi,xj) ¼ F(xi,xj)eij,

with eij ¼ (xj�xi)/jxj�xij. We describe the magnitude of this force as

a linear function of the dimensionless distance between cells i and j, rij ¼
jxj�xij with a distance cut-off at the diameter of isolated cells:

F
�
xi; xj

� ¼
�
rij � 1; rij%1

0 rij>1
; (2)

see Fig. 1, B and C. Because we set the diameter of isolated cells as the

lengthscale of our model (see the Appendix), the distance cut-off is 1 in
dimensionless Eq. 2. We confirm qualitatively the same results in the pres-

ence of an adhesive force between cells (see Text S1 and Fig. S2).

The time evolution of the angle 4i(t) of the polarity vector ni(t) is

described as (32,48)

d4iðtÞ
dt

¼ k4 sin
�1

��
niðtÞ � viðtÞ

jviðtÞj
�
, ez

�
þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2D4

p
hiðtÞ;

(3)

where k4 is the polarity alignment strength, vi(t) ¼ dxi(t)/dt, ez ¼ (0,0,1)

is the unit vector pointing out of the plane where cells move, D4 is
the polarity noise intensity, and hi(t) represents white Gaussian noise of

hhi(t)i ¼ 0 and hhi(t)hj(t0)i ¼ di,jd(t � t0). Angular brackets h,i denote

ensemble averages.

Eq. 3 describes a situation where each cell tends to align its direction of

self-propelled motion ni along its current direction of motion vi/jvij, with a

characteristic timescale 1/k4, Fig. 1D. Velocity correlations between neigh-

boring cells arise through the alignment of ni along the direction of the net

force fi ¼
P

j˛Vi
F(xi,xj) that cells sense, as ni(t) � vi ¼ mni(t) � fi. For

instance, if a cell is pushed by other surrounding cells to move in a partic-

ular direction, the cell aligns its self-propulsion velocity to match the local

direction of motion. We also consider a different equation for polarity align-

ment below to show that our results do not depend on the description of

polarity alignment dynamics.

To describe the dynamics of the segmentation clock, we use locally

coupled identical phase oscillators in the presence of noise (36,49). Previ-

ous studies on the segmentation clock showed that phase oscillators can

explain quantitative experimental data (23,26). The time evolution of the

phase of each oscillator is given by

dqiðtÞ
dt

¼ uþ
X
j˛ViðtÞ

kijðtÞ sin


qjðtÞ � qiðtÞ

�þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Dq

p
xiðtÞ;

(4)

where qi(t) is the phase of cell i at time t, u is the autonomous frequency

of oscillations, k is the coupling strength between cells i and j, D is the
ij q

phase noise intensity and xi(t) is a white Gaussian noise of hxi(t)i ¼ 0

and hxi(t)xj(t0)i ¼ di,jd(t � t0). The summation is over the Voronoi neighbors

Vi(t) of cell i. All parameters in Eq. 4 are dimensionless.

Cells in the zebrafish tailbud interact with their neighbors through Delta

and Notch proteins on their membranes. Here, we assume that these pro-

teins are uniformly distributed on cell membranes. Under this assumption
Biophysical Journal 107(2) 514–526
the contact surface area between two cells determines the strength of inter-

action between them.We define the relative coupling strength kij(t) between

cells i and j as

kijðtÞ ¼ lijðtÞP
k˛ViðtÞlikðtÞ

; (5)

where lij is the length of the edge between cells i and j, Fig. 1 B, andP
k˛V lik is the perimeter of cell i. The coupling strength between cells i
i

and j is larger when cell i has a longer contact length to cell j. In reality,

the association of these membrane proteins between two contacting cells

may require some time to be accomplished after movement (36). For

simplicity however, here we assume that it occurs instantaneously in

Eq. 5. Note that a coupling strength constant does not appear in Eq. 4

due to nondimensionalization, see Eq. 17 in the Appendix.

In Eq. 4 we do not consider time delays in coupling. Previous studies

showed that time delays in coupling affect the collective period of the seg-

mentation clock in zebrafish (26,50). In the current study, however, we

adopt a simpler theory without time delays in coupling for clear illustration

of the effects of collective cell movement on the synchronization of coupled

oscillators.

To set the initial cellular positions and the initial degree of collective cell

movement, we simulate the system from t ¼ �tp (tp > 0) to t ¼ 0 without

considering phase dynamics, Eq. 4. Typically, we have set tp ¼ 200 in this

work. We first randomly put cell centers in the two-dimensional space L� L

at t ¼ �tp. The initial velocity angles 4i(�tp) are chosen randomly from a

uniform distribution between 0 and 2p. We simulate cell movement accord-

ing to Eqs. 1–3, to realize a steady-state collective movement with a given

parameter set. After preparing the system in this way, we assign random

phases for each cell qi(0), chosen from the uniform distribution between

0 and 2p unless noted otherwise.
Quantification of movement and synchronization

To quantify the degree of collective cell movement we introduce a global

velocity order parameter (46,48):

FðtÞ ¼
�����
1

N

XN
i¼ 1

viðtÞ
jviðtÞj

�����: (6)

If cells in the system move with a similar direction, F ~ 1. Instead, if they

move in different directions, F ~ 0. We also consider the ensemble average
of the velocity order parameter hF(t)i over 200 different realizations of

movement and initial conditions.

To further characterize cell movement in simulations, we calculate the

velocity autocorrelation Ca(t) defined as

CaðtÞ ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼ 1

viðt0 þ tÞ , viðt0Þ
jviðt0 þ tÞjjviðt0Þj; (7)

where t0 is the reference time, which we set t0¼ 0 without loss of generality

in this work.
We also consider the velocity cross correlationC(r,t) between two cells at

a distance r. We compute an average of the inner product of velocity vectors

over all pairs of cells for which the distance is in the shell between r � Dr

and r þ Dr:

Cðr; tÞ ¼

viðtÞ , vjðtÞ
jviðtÞj

��vjðtÞ��
�

r�Dr%jxiðtÞ�xjðtÞj%rþDr

: (8)

In this work, we set Dr ¼ 0.2. If C(r,t) ~ 1, the direction of motion between

two cells with distance r is highly correlated, and they move almost in the
same direction. In contrast, C(r,t) ~�1 indicates that two cells with distance

r move in opposite directions. If there is no correlation of direction of
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motion, C(r,t) ~ 0. In this work, we measure and plot the steady state of C(r)

after transients elapsed.

To quantify the timescale of neighbor exchange between cells, we intro-

duce the mean squared difference of displacement vectors (51,52):

mðtÞ ¼ ����xjðtÞ � xjð0Þ
�� fxiðtÞ � xið0Þg

��2�
ij
; (9)

where h,iij represents an average over all the N(N � 1)/2 possible pairs of

cells in a system. Because we do not know in advance the lengthscale of
velocity correlations, we perform an average over all pairs of cells to avoid

introducing a spurious intermediate lengthscale for averaging. For instance,

in the presence of short-range velocity correlations, an average over initially

neighboring cells would fail to capture mixing because these cells would

remain neighbors for some time.

Because m(t) quantify how rapidly two cells disperse, the rapid increase

of m(t) is a signature of extensive cell mixing. Because we set the diameter

of isolated cells r0 as the lengthscale of the system, the cellular diameter

is z1 in our dimensionless model. Therefore, the time te, where

m(te) ¼ 1, is an average waiting time for a pair of cells to move apart

from each other one cell diameter. We define l h 1/te as a mixing rate.

A larger l indicates more extensive cell mixing.

In addition, m(t) is expected to increase as a power law, m(t) ~ tg. The

exponent g determines the type of cell movement. When cells perform

directed ballistic movement, m(t) ~ t2. In contrast, m(t) ~ t for random

movement. When cells are constrained, for example by strong physical

forces, the exponent of m(t) can be less than one. Because we consider a

finite domain L � L, m(t) saturates to a finite value L2/6 for t [ 1. This

saturation value can be derived from the steady-state distribution of the dis-

tance between two cells in a periodic domain for large time.

To measure the degree of global phase synchronization, we use the

Kuramoto phase order parameter (53):

ZðtÞ ¼
�����
1

N

XN
j¼ 1

eiqjðtÞ
�����; (10)

where i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

. If cells are synchronized, Z is close to unity, while if cells

are not synchronized, the phase order parameter Z is close to zero. Similar
to the velocity order parameter, we also consider the ensemble average

of the phase order parameter hZ(t)i over 200 different realizations of

simulations.
RESULTS

We study the synchronization of coupled oscillators under
steady-state movement patterns characterized by a steady-
state velocity distribution and a velocity order parameter
F fluctuating around a constant value. Movement patterns
are determined by the ratios v0/m in Eq. 1 and k4/D4 in
Eq. 3. We first analyze synchronization in the presence of
uncorrelated movement patterns that arise for k4/D4 ¼ 0
and different values of the ratio v0/m. Next, we study syn-
chronization under collective motions arising for different
values of the ratio k4/D4 at constant v0/m. The timescale
for neighbor exchange 1/l and that of phase dynamics are
the most relevant timescales for synchronization of coupled
genetic oscillators (37). Here, we ask how collective
motions of cells change the timescale of neighbor exchange
between cells. Finally, we study the stability of a spatial
phase pattern that develops from particular initial conditions
against collective cell movement. In this work we do not aim
at a complete characterization of all the possible dynamical
regimes in the theory. We rather focus on regimes where col-
lective cell movement arises and oscillators sustain local
synchronization even in the presence of phase noise, condi-
tioned by 1/Dq > 1/2 (39).
Cell movement without spatial velocity
correlations

We first ask whether cell movement without spatial velocity
correlations enhances synchronization in our current phys-
ical description, as reported previously by other studies
(35–37,39,40). We consider the situation in which there is
no active mechanism for polarity alignment, described by
the polarity alignment strength k4 ¼ 0 in Eq. 3. In this situ-
ation, the mean velocity modulus hvii ¼ hjdxi/dtjii of a cell
population depends on the value of the ratio v0/m as indi-
cated in Fig. 2 A. Even though the velocity modulus for
self-propelled motion v0 is constant, the instantaneous ve-
locity modulus vi¼ jdxi/dtj in simulations distributes around
its population average hvii due to the effect of intercellular
repulsive forces, Fig. 2, B–D. Because the value of the coef-
ficient of intercellular force strength m has not been experi-
mentally determined yet, in Fig. 2 we change its value and
fix v0 ¼ 1.2, which is close to previously reported values
(31,32) (see the Appendix). The ratio v0/m describes the tis-
sue softness, Fig. 2 A. If v0/m � 1 cells cannot move freely
due to strong repulsive forces between them. In the interme-
diate regime of v0/m, cells can change their relative posi-
tions, subject to a volume exclusion effect. If v0/m [ 1,
the effect of volume exclusion is negligible compared to
self-propelled motion, and each cell moves at the roughly
constant velocity modulus v0. There is a value of v0/m above
which hvii remarkably increases with the increase in v0/m.
For Fig. 2 A this value is v0/m z 0.04.

Below this value of v0/m, for example for v0/m ¼ 0.03,
cells can hardly move as indicated by the very small value
of the mean velocity modulus hvii/v0 z 0.1. The shape of
the probability density function for vi is quite different
from that of a normal distribution, Fig. 2 B. The mean
squared difference of displacement vectors m(t) increases
as m(t) ~ t1.63 at very short timescales, Fig. 2 E. This
behavior is the result of a wiggling motion at a subcellular
lengthscale of about 10�1r0, Fig. 2 B inset and Movie S1.
However, because of strong repulsive forces between cells,
a cross over occurs and m(t) ~ t0.5 at longer timescales, indi-
cating that movement is slower than normal diffusion. m(t)
does not exceed 1 even at t ¼ 100 (i.e., te > 100). This in-
dicates that these cells do not change their relative positions
within a timescale comparable with that of phase dynamics.
In this regime, the Voronoi regions tend to be hexagonal and
the tissue is similar to a rigid hexagonal lattice with a few
defects, Fig. 2 G.

In this slow mobility regime (v0/m ¼ 0.03), the average
phase order parameter hZ(t)i slowly increases over time
and reaches the steady-state hZi ~ 0.88, Fig. 2 F (see also
Biophysical Journal 107(2) 514–526
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FIGURE 2 Uncorrelated movement of cells enhances synchronization, as shown by numerical simulations of Eqs. 1–5 with k4 ¼ 0 in Eq. 3. (A) Depen-

dence of the average velocity modulus over a cell population hvii on the ratio of self-propulsion speed to the coefficient of intercellular force strength v0/m.

The arrows point to v0/m¼ 0.03 (blue), 0.12 (green), and 1.2 (red). (B–D) Probability density of jvij for (B) v0/m ¼ 0.03, (C) v0/m ¼ 0.12, and (D) v0/m¼ 1.2.

Insets show trajectories of two cells for 0% t% 10, with dots indicating cell positions at t¼ 0. (E) Time evolution ofm(t) defined in Eq. 9. (F) Time evolution

of the average phase order parameter hZ(t)i defined in Eq. 10. (G–I) Phase profiles for (G) v0/m¼ 0.03, (H) v0/m¼ 0.12, and (I) v0/m¼ 1.2. The color indicates

the intensity determined by (1 þ sinqi)/2, see color code bar. Error bars in (A) and (F) indicate standard deviation (SD). In all panels: L ¼ 24, N ¼ 800, v0 ¼
1.2, k4 ¼ 0, u ¼ 2.1, Dq ¼ 0.1, and D4 ¼ 0.5. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Movie S1). Most of the individual trajectories of the order
parameter Z(t) reach and fluctuate around the mean value
after a transient, indicating that cells attain global phase
order. However, in a few cases, roughly 1.5% of the initial
conditions for this parameter setting, the phase order param-
eter Z remains <0.3 even after long time t ¼ 1000. In such
cases, kinematic spatial phase waves with a wavelength
comparable to the domain length L persist and prevent the
population from attaining global phase order (39).

When v0/m becomes larger than v0/m z 0.04, cells can
move around subject to intercellular forces, Fig. 2, A
and C. Because there is no polarity alignment, that is
k4 ¼ 0 in Eq. 3, the velocity order parameter is very low
hFi < 0.15, indicating a movement pattern without spatial
velocity correlations. For v0/m ¼ 0.12, m(t) ~ t2 for
short timescales, whereas m(t) ~ t1.4 for long timescales,
Fig. 2 E. This indicates that these cells exchange neighbors
Biophysical Journal 107(2) 514–526
more frequently than in the previous case v0/m ¼ 0.03. Note
that offsets of m(t) in Fig. 2 E are different among different
values of v0/m. This is because the average velocity modulus
hvii differs for different values of v0/m, Fig. 2 A.

In this regime of faster mobility (v0/m ¼ 0.12), even
though spatial phase waves emerge for a few initial condi-
tions, the average phase order parameter increases more
rapidly than in the case of slower mobility (v0/m ¼ 0.03),
Fig. 2, F and H (see also Movie S2). This result indicates
that the self-propelled motion in the theory enhances syn-
chronization, as previous lattice (35–37) and off-lattice
models (39,40) suggested.

As we further increase v0/m to v0/m ¼ 1.2, self-propelled
motion dominates the movement pattern and hvii/v0 z 1,
Fig. 2, A and D. The shape of the velocity probability den-
sity becomes closer to that of a normal distribution, Fig. 2D.
m(t) ~ t2, which indicates ballistic cell movement, before it
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saturates due to the finite size of the system, Fig. 2 E. The
exchange of neighboring cells occurs more quickly. As a
result, the phase order parameter increases much more
rapidly over time, Fig. 2, F and I (see also Movie S3). After
transients elapse, individual trajectories of the phase order
parameter Z(t) fluctuate around Z ~ 0.92, which is slightly
higher than the case of slower mobility. We could interpret
this result in terms of an increasing effective interaction
range, similar to what has been observed for random move-
ment (37). There are two ways in which the ratio v0/m can
become large. In the limit m / 0, cells behave as self-pro-
pelled particles without volume exclusion as in (39,40). In
the other limit v0 /N, the system behaves as a mean-field
system, studied in (37,40). In both cases movement promotes
synchronization of oscillators. Taken together, cellular
mobility enhances synchronization in the physical model
including intercellular forces and self-propelled motion.

Next, we study the dependence of the phase order param-
eter on the polarity noise intensityD4 describing polarity fluc-
tuations in Eq. 3, while fixing v0/m¼ 0.12, Fig. 3. The average
phase order parameter hZ(t)i increases more rapidly when
polarity fluctuations are smaller, Fig. 3A. To seewhy this hap-
pens, we compute the velocity autocorrelation Ca(t) defined
by Eq. 7. The autocorrelation Ca(t) decreases rapidly over
short timescales t< 2, due to intercellular forces randomly ex-
erted from neighboring cells, Fig. 3 B. Over long timescales,
the decay rate of Ca(t) is determined solely by the polarity
noise intensityD4. In the presence of stronger polarity fluctu-
ations, the persistence time of cells quantified by the inverse
decay rate of Ca becomes shorter, Fig. 3 B. The net displace-
ment tends to be small because cells frequently change the
direction of motion. As a result, the mean squared difference
of displacement vectors m(t) increases slowly, Fig. 3 C, indi-
cating that it takes a longer time for these cells to exchange
neighbors. As polarity fluctuations becomeweaker the persis-
tence time gets longer, allowing cells to exchange neighbors
more efficiently. Thus, longer persistence time can enhance
the synchronization of coupled genetic oscillators when cells
move without spatial velocity correlations.
Cell movement with spatial velocity correlations

To study the effect of collective cell movement on the syn-
chronization of coupled genetic oscillators, we examine the
A B C
dependence of the phase order parameter Z on the polarity
alignment strength k4 in Eq. 3. We confirm that our model
generates collective cell movement as k4 increases, Fig. 4.
When the ratio of the polarity alignment strength to the
noise k4/D4 is small, cells do not develop spatial velocity
correlations, Fig. 4, A and D. The average velocity order
parameter is low hFi z 0.1, indicating no collective cell
movement, Fig. 4 E. The small but finite value of hFi is
due to a finite size effect of the spatial domain and physical
repulsive forces that can cause small nearest-neighbor ve-
locity correlations, Fig. 4 D. As the value of k4 increases,
the system undergoes a transition around k4/D4 z 1.5 for
the parameter set used here, Fig. 4 E. Slightly above this
transition point, cells develop short-range velocity correla-
tions, Fig. 4, B and D. Neighboring cells move in a similar
direction, but distant cells move in different directions. As
k4 increases, the correlation length extends. When the ratio
k4/D4 is much larger than the transition point, most of the
cells move in almost the same direction, Fig. 4, C and D.
The average velocity order parameter is almost one, indi-
cating highly collective cell movement, Fig. 4 E.

Below, we change the value of k4 to control the degree of
collective cell movement. In principle, one could alterna-
tively change the polarity noise intensity D4 while fixing
k4 to alter the degree of collective movement. However,
as we already showed in Fig. 3, D4 itself can affect
phase synchronization by extending persistence time, so
we choose here to tune k4.

Fig. 5 A shows the time evolution of the average phase
order parameter hZ(t)i for different ratios of polarity align-
ment strength to noise intensity k4/D4. Formuch stronger po-
larity alignment than the critical polarity alignment strength,
for example k4/D4¼ 3.2, cell movement is highly collective
hFiz 0.94 and the average phase order parameter hZ(t)i in-
creases slower than without polarity alignment k4/D4 ¼ 0
(see also Movie S4). After a longer transient, hZ(t)i reaches
a steady state that is close to the steady state for k4/D4 ¼ 0.
Due to strong polarity alignment among cells, the exchanges
of relative positions between two neighboring cells hardly
occurs, as shown by the slow increase inm(t), Fig. 5B. There-
fore, the time evolution of the phase order parameter hZ(t)i is
similar to that of a population of nonmobile cells. Thus,
strong polarity alignment reduces the effect of cellmovement
on the synchronization of coupled oscillators.
FIGURE 3 Persistent cell movement enhances

synchronization in the absence of spatial velocity

correlations. (A) Time evolution of average phase

order parameter hZ(t)i for different values of polar-
ity noise intensities D4. Error bars indicate the SD.

(B) Velocity autocorrelation Ca(t) defined by Eq. 7

for different values of D4. (C) Time evolution of

m(t) for different values of D4. In all panels, L ¼
24, N ¼ 800, v0 ¼ 1.2, m ¼ 10, k4 ¼ 0, u ¼ 2.1,

andDq¼ 0.1 in Eqs. 1–5. To see this figure in color,

go online.
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FIGURE 4 Correlation of direction of motion between cells. (A–C)

Direction of velocity vector vi/jvij for each cell represented by arrows for

different ratios of the polarity alignment strength to the polarity noise inten-

sity k4/D4. For illustration, small square domains (12 � 12) of a system are

shown. (D) Dependence of the cross correlation C of unit velocity vector

vi/jvij defined by Eq. 8 on the distance between cells r for the different

values of k4/D4. (E) Dependence of the average velocity order parameter

hFi in Eq. 6 on the ratio k4/D4. Arrows point to k4/D4 ¼ 0 (red), 1.6

(green), and 3.2 (blue). The solid circles indicate the steady-state values

of hFi. (F) Dependence of the average velocity modulus hvii on k4/D4.

Error bars indicate the SD. (G) Velocity autocorrelation Ca for different

values of k4/D4. In all panels, L ¼ 24, N ¼ 800, v0 ¼ 1.2, m ¼ 10, and

D4 ¼ 0.5 in Eqs. 1–3. To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 5 Optimal polarity alignment strength for synchronization.

Time evolution of (A) the average phase order parameter hZ(t)i and (B)

the mean squared difference of displacement vectors m(t) for the different

ratios of the polarity alignment strength to the polarity noise intensity

k4/D4. (C) Dependence of the mixing rate l on k4/D4. (D) Dependence

of hZi on k4/D4. hZi at several time points is plotted. (E) Dependence of

hZi at t ¼ 100 on k4/D4 for different domain lengths L. In all panels,

v0 ¼ 1.2, m ¼ 10, D4 ¼ 0.5, u ¼ 2.1, and Dq ¼ 0.1 in Eqs. 1–5. Error

bars in (A, D, and E) indicate the SD. In (A–D), L ¼ 24 and N ¼ 800. In

(E), N ¼ 400,800,1600 for L ¼ 17,24,34, respectively. To see this figure

in color, go online.
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However, cell movement with an intermediate polarity
alignment can enhance phase synchronization more than
cell movement without alignment, Fig. 5 A (see also
Movie S5). For k4/D4 ¼ 1.6, the polarity alignment
strength is slightly above the transition point for collective
cell movement, hFi z 0.28. The average phase order
parameter increases much more rapidly than in the case
without alignment k4/D4 ¼ 0. Moreover, it reaches a
steady-state value that is larger than in the case of
k4/D4 ¼ 0. This happens because no spatial phase wave
appears from random initial conditions in simulations.
The faster increase of m(t) indicates that these cells can
efficiently exchange neighbors, Fig. 5 B, leading to quicker
synchronization.

These findings suggest the existence of an optimal polar-
ity alignment strength for cell mixing, Fig. 5 C, and conse-
quently for synchronization, Fig. 5 D. For the parameter set
used here, the optimal polarity alignment strength is about
k4/D4z 1.6. We study the dependence of the optimal polar-
Biophysical Journal 107(2) 514–526
ity alignment strength for synchronization on the domain
length L, Fig. 5 E. To this end, we increase the domain
length L and increase the number of cells N maintaining a
fixed cellular density r. The optimal polarity alignment
strength is almost the same for L ¼ 17 (N ¼ 400), L ¼ 24
(N ¼ 800), and L ¼ 34 (N ¼ 1600), indicating that it is
not sensitive to the domain length. This is because the mix-
ing rate l does not depend on the domain length L.

The mechanism for the existence of an optimal polarity
alignment strength can be explained as follows. Without
correlated movement, the individual velocities tend to be
slow because neighboring cells moving in a different direc-
tion are more likely to be an obstacle due to volume exclu-
sion. Moving together with surrounding cells by aligning
polarity, each individual cell can efficiently migrate through
longer lengthscales in the tissue, so its velocity becomes
higher, Fig. 4 F. This enhances cell mixing, as in Fig. 2 E.
Moreover, velocity alignment among neighbors increases
the velocity autocorrelation, Fig. 4 G. As in Fig. 3, longer
persistence time of cell movement enhances cell mixing.
However, as the polarity alignment strength further in-
creases, cells start moving more coherently, Fig. 4 C, and
do not exchange their relative positions. The balance be-
tween these opposing effects sets the optimal polarity align-
ment strength for cell mixing, Fig. 5 C. More extensive cell
mixing better enhances synchronization, as previous theo-
retical studies have shown (35–37,39,40). Hence, an optimal
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polarity alignment strength for the synchronization of
coupled oscillators arises.
C

Optimal short-range velocity correlation for
synchronization

To show that the previous results do not depend on the
particular form of polarity alignment dynamics, we consider
here a different mechanism of polarity alignment. In the
mechanism considered so far in Eq. 3, polarity alignment
occurs due to the effect of mechanical forces. We now
assume instead that cells sense the polarity of neighboring
cells directly by biochemical signals, such as proteins with
a polarized pattern on the cell membrane, and respond by
aligning their own polarity as

d4iðtÞ
dt

¼ k4
X
j˛ViðtÞ

kijðtÞsin


4jðtÞ � 4iðtÞ

�þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2D4

p
hiðtÞ;

(11)

where kij is given by Eq. 5. We adopt a sinusoidal function
FIGURE 6 Optimal short-range velocity correlation for synchronization

of coupled oscillators. (A) Dependence of average phase order parameter

hZi on the ratio of the polarity alignment strength k4 to the polarity noise

intensity D4 in Eq. 11. Error bars indicate the SD. (B) Dependence of

cell mixing rate l on k4/D4 in Eq. 11. (C) Velocity cross correlation gener-

ated with the optimal values of k4/D4 for synchronization in two different

polarity alignment rules, Eq. 3 and Eq. 11. The curved lines are visual

guides. Inset: Log-linear plot of the velocity cross correlation. An exponen-

tial function is fitted for short lengthscales (first five data points) to obtain

the correlation length rc. In all panels, L ¼ 24, N ¼ 800, v0 ¼ 1.2, m ¼ 10,

D4 ¼ 0.5, u¼ 2.1, and Dq ¼ 0.1 in Eqs. 1, 2, 4, 5, and 11. To see this figure

in color, go online.
for polarity alignment in Eq. 11 because of its simplicity and
an analogy with coupled phase oscillators described as in
Eq. 4. Note that intercellular forces have no influence on
the dynamics of polarity alignment in Eq. 11. Polarity align-
ment dynamics Eq. 11 generates cell movement with spatial
velocity correlations of a lengthscale that depends on the
ratio k4/D4 (54).

We obtain an optimal polarity alignment strength for syn-
chronization and cell mixing for Eq. 11, Fig. 6, A and B. The
optimal value of polarity alignment strength k4 in Eq. 11 is
different from the one in Eq. 3, but this is because k4
describes different things in the two mechanisms. Of
importance, however, these two different optimal values of
polarity alignment strength generate quantitatively the
same short-range velocity correlation, Fig. 6 C. We can fit
an exponential decay e�r=rc to the velocity cross correlation
C(r) to estimate the decay length rc for short lengthscales,
Fig. 6 C inset. We obtain rcz 2.65 with the optimal polarity
alignment strength in Eq. 3 and rc z 2.27 for Eq. 11. In
addition, we find that the optimal values of rc in the disk
model and the Voronoi model including cell adhesion are
quite similar to the previous values (Text S1). These results
suggest that a spatial velocity correlation with a lengthscale
of around 2 ~ 3 cell diameters is optimal for the synchroni-
zation of coupled phase oscillators, regardless of the partic-
ular form of polarity alignment dynamics.
Destabilization of spatial phase waves by a short-
range velocity correlation

To further examine the mechanism by which collective
cell movement enhances global synchronization, we study
whether collective cell movement influences the stability
of spatial phase waves. To this end, we set a spatial phase
gradient as an initial condition for simulations. The phase
gradient can travel across the system as a kinematic spatial
phase wave due to the periodic boundary condition. We
examine whether the spatial phase wave is destabilized by
correlated cell movement in Eqs. 1–5.

The initial phase for cell i at position xi ¼ (xi,yi) is

qið0Þ ¼ 2p

L
xi; (12)

setting a spatial phase wave with the longest wavelength,

Fig. 7 A. A previous study indicates that the spatial phase
wave with the longest wavelength is the most stable against
the random movement of oscillators (39). The phase order
parameter Z(t) is almost zero when such spatial phase
wave exists in the system, Fig. 7 B.

When there is no spatial velocity correlation between
cells (k4/D4 ¼ 0), the phase order parameter Z(t) remains
small even after long times (t ¼ 1000), indicating that
spatial phase waves persist in the system, Fig. 7, A–C and
Movie S6. In contrast, when there is a short-range velocity
Biophysical Journal 107(2) 514–526
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FIGURE 7 A short-range velocity correlation disturbs spatial phase waves and leads to global synchronization. (A) Kinematic phase wave for k4/D4 ¼ 0

(top) and its destabilization for k4/D4 ¼ 1.6 (bottom). The blue arrows indicate the direction of motion of the phase wave. The color indicates the intensity

determined by (1 þ sin qi)/2 as in Fig. 2. (B) Time evolution of the phase order parameter Z(t) for different values of k4/D4, starting from an initial condition

with a phase gradient Eq. 12. A single realization for each k4/D4 is plotted. (C–E) Histogram of the order parameter Z at t ¼ 1000 for (C) k4/D4 ¼ 0, (D)

k4/D4 ¼ 1.6, and (E) k4/D4 ¼ 3.2 when the initial condition of the simulations is a phase gradient Eq. 12. (F) Time evolution of m(t) for different values of

v0/m. Inset: velocity cross correlation C(r) for corresponding v0/m. (G and H) Histogram of the order parameter Z at t ¼ 1000 for (G) v0/m ¼ 0.5, and (H)

v0/m¼ 1.2. In all panels, L¼ 24, N¼ 800, v0 ¼ 1.2, D4 ¼ 0.5, u¼ 2.1, and Dq ¼ 0.1 in Eqs. 1–5. For (A–E) m¼ 10. For (F–H) k4 ¼ 0.8. In (C–E, G, and H),

the results of 200 different realizations are used for each histogram. To see this figure in color, go online.
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correlation (k4/D4 ¼ 1.6), Z(t) grows to a higher value,
Fig. 7, A, B, and D, and Movie S7, indicating that spatial
phase waves disappear and cells attain global synchroniza-
tion of coupled oscillators. As k4 increases further and
cell movement becomes highly collective (k4/D4 ¼ 3.2),
phase waves recover persistence, Fig. 7, B and E. These
observations suggest that cell movement with a short-range
velocity correlation strongly disturbs spatial phase waves,
thereby enhancing global synchronization.

Cell movement with short-range velocity correlations
also enhances cell mixing, Fig. 5 C, so it may be that it is
this stronger mixing that perturbs spatial phase waves. An
Biophysical Journal 107(2) 514–526
alternative possibility is that the correlated movement of
neighboring cells itself disturbs phase waves.

To elucidate which of these two effects are important, we
compare the result of a cell population with a short-range
velocity correlation in Fig. 7 D with that of a cell population
without spatial velocity correlation but higher mobility,
Fig. 7 F. As the ratio v0/m increases with fixing k4/D4 and
all the other parameters, the velocity of movement becomes
higher while the velocity cross correlation between neigh-
boring cells is lost, Fig. 7 F inset. This faster movement
without spatial velocity correlations induces more extensive
cell mixing, Fig. 7 F, compared to the case of slower
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movement with a short-range velocity correlation, Fig. 7 D.
If the degree of cell mixing is important for disturbing the
spatial phase waves, this higher mobility without correlation
is expected to disturb spatial phase waves. However, this
higher mobility without correlation cannot disturb spatial
phase waves, Fig. 7, G and H, and Movie S8. We conclude
that the short-range velocity correlation disturbs spatial
phase waves.

We emphasize that stronger cell mixing realizes the syn-
chronization of coupled oscillators for most of the initial
conditions quicker than weaker cell mixing, regardless of
the presence of spatial velocity correlations. For particular
sets of initial conditions that develop long wavelength pat-
terns such as the spatial phase wave in Fig. 7 A, movement
with short-range velocity correlations outcompetes the
movement without correlation.

In summary, we showed two different mechanisms for a
short-range correlation of cell movement to enhance syn-
chronization of coupled oscillators. It both increases cell
mixing and disturbs persistent spatial phase patterns in the
system.
DISCUSSION

In this work, we developed a physical model for mobile
coupled oscillators including forces and alignment dy-
namics to study the effect of collective movement on their
synchronization. We explicitly considered cell shapes and
gradual contact processes between two cells by two-dimen-
sional Voronoi tessellation, Fig. 1. We generated positively
correlated cell movement with polarity alignment dynamics,
Fig. 4, and showed that cell movement with a short-range
velocity correlation is optimal for synchronization, Figs. 5
and 6. This short-range correlated movement realizes
intense cell mixing, Fig. 5 D, and strongly destabilizes
spatial phase patterns in a domain, Fig. 7. Thus, our theory
indicates that collective cell movement can promote infor-
mation flow across a cell population.

Here, we described a tissue with a two-dimensional
Voronoi diagram with periodic boundary to focus on the
fundamental effect of collective movement on the synchro-
nization of coupled phase oscillators. Other ways to
describe the tissue and coupled genetic oscillators may be
to use a Cellular Potts model (51,55,56), a continuous reac-
tion-advection-diffusion equation (57), or a Vertex dy-
namics model (58–61). In our description, cells are
represented as particles and cell shapes in the Voronoi
tessellation are determined solely by the positions of cell
centers. This simpler approach may be suited to describe
the movement of mesenchymal cells that are easily deform-
able, as observed in the zebrafish tailbud, whereas Vertex
dynamics models are suitable descriptions of epithelial tis-
sues where cells have an active elastic apical cortex. In
Vertex models, cells require an energy influx to exchange
neighbors within a packed tissue (58). The energy for tissue
remodeling is usually provided by cell divisions (59,61) and
active cortical tension (60). In the theory we use here the
energy influx is provided by the self-propulsion speed v0.
Cells can exchange neighbors when v0 is large enough
for them to surpass an energy barrier, which is determined
indirectly by the central forces due to volume exclusion,
Fig. 2 A.

In reality, the zebrafish tailbud has a complex tissue
geometry. Swirls of cell flow can be observed in the tailbud
(32). The boundary condition of the tissue may additionally
influence movement patterns (48). Furthermore, ~10–15%
of cells in the posterior PSM appear to be in the mitotic
phase during one cycle of oscillation (22). The phases of
oscillation of cells immediately after cell division are de-
layed compared to neighboring cells (28). In this work we
chose a simple description of the tissue that neglects cell
proliferation, to allow for a clear illustration of the effects
of collective cell movement. Future effort describing the
complex tissue geometry and cell divisions will reveal to
what extent they affect synchronization of the segmentation
clock.

We described collective movement in phenomenological
ways using Eqs. 3 and 11, because its molecular mechanism
in the zebrafish tailbud has not been determined yet. Of
importance, however, our results for the synchronization
of phase oscillators do not depend on the underlying mech-
anism for collective cell movement, Fig. 6. Future experi-
mental studies will reveal the molecular mechanism for
collective cell movement in the tailbud, allowing the theory
to be constrained.

We used the mean squared difference of displacement
vectors between pairs of cells to quantify cell mixing in sim-
ulations. Previous experimental studies quantified cellular
movement in the PSM during somitogenesis to understand
the axis elongation of vertebrate embryos (30–34). These
studies focused on single cell movement rather than the rela-
tive movement of cells, which is more relevant to the syn-
chronization of the segmentation clock as the current
study indicates. Calculating the mean squared difference
of displacement vectors in living tissues will determine
whether relative cell movement observed in the tailbud
could improve synchronization of the segmentation clock.
In addition, a difficulty to measure cell movement in living
tissues is how to eliminate the contribution of tissue move-
ment to cell displacement. A previous study observed cell
movement relative to extracellular matrix in the chick
PSM (31) to distinguish cell movement from tissue move-
ment. The mean squared difference of displacement vectors
used here eliminates the contribution of tissue movement to
cell movement.

Recent progresses of live imaging techniques in verte-
brate somitogenesis allows simultaneous monitoring of
cell movement and cyclic gene expression in single cells
in living tissues (28). Combined with quantitative measure-
ment and experimental perturbations of cell movement (32),
Biophysical Journal 107(2) 514–526
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these imaging data will test the theory of mobile coupled
genetic oscillators. The current model indicates that cell
movement with a velocity correlation length of about
2 ~ 3 cell diameter is optimal for synchronization of
coupled oscillators, Figs. 5 and 6. A previous measure-
ment of cell movement in the zebrafish tailbud revealed a
positive correlation with a lengthscale of 2 ~ 10 cell diam-
eters (32). Thus, our current study predicts that collective
cell movement reported in the zebrafish tailbud may
enhance synchronization of the segmentation clock in the
living tissue.

Many morphogenetic processes during embryonic devel-
opment include collective cell movement. Our study sug-
gests that the degree of collective movement changes
information flow across a cell population. Therefore, a
detailed analysis of cell movement is required to understand
collective cellular behaviors during embryonic development.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE OVERDAMPED
EQUATION OF MOTION

We derive Eq. 1 as an overdamped limit of a force balance equation,

Newton’s second law for self-propelled cells in a tissue. We describe cell

movement by a force balance (46):

mc

d2ci

dt2
¼ g

�
V0ni � dci

dt

�
þ f0f iðfcgÞ; (13)

where ci is the position of cell center i in arbitrary units of length, dci/dt is

cell velocity, and d2ci/dt
2 is acceleration. mc represents the mass of a cell.
The first term of the right-hand side describes self-propulsion and dissipa-

tion, with a stable velocity V0 in the absence of external forces, and relax-

ation constant g. The unit vector niwith an angle 4i describes the polarity of

self-propelled motion for cell i. The external forces exerted by other cells is

described by the last term, which has a characteristic force scale f0. The

brackets {c} simply denote that the force depends on the positions of all

cells.

For the intercellular force, we choose harmonic repulsion when cells

get closer than a characteristic length scale r0, which we call the diameter

of isolated cells, for simplicity. Introducing the distance between cells i

and j as dij ¼ jcj � cij and the central direction of the force eij ¼ (cj �
ci)/jcj � cij, we can write the force as fi(ci,cj) ¼ fi(ci,cj) eij, where

fi
�
ci;cj

� ¼
�
dfijg

�
r0 � 1; dij%r0;

0; dij>r0:

The dynamics of the polarity angle 4i is given by�� � �

d4iðtÞ
dt

¼ k4sin
�1 niðtÞ � ViðtÞ

jViðtÞj , ez þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2C4

p
hiðtÞ;
(14)

where Vi ¼ dci/dt, k4 and C4 are the polarity alignment strength and the

polarity noise intensity with unit, respectively.
The phase dynamics of oscillators reads

dqiðtÞ
dt

¼ Uþ kq
X

j˛N iðtÞ
kijðtÞ sin



qjðtÞ � qiðtÞ

�

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Cq

p
xiðtÞ;

(15)
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where U, kq, and Cq are the autonomous frequency, the coupling strength,

and the phase noise intensity with unit, respectively. N i represents the

neighborhood of cell i defined by a tissue description. kij is a weight for

the coupling strength between cells i and j.

We introduce dimensionless variables x and t by choosing r0 as a length-

scale, and 1/kq as a timescale in the system:

c ¼ r0x; (16)

t ¼ t = kq : (17)
In terms of the dimensionless variables the equations of motion are
mc

r0

ð1=kqÞ2
d2xi
dt2

¼ gV0ni � gr0kq
dxi
dt

þ f0FiðfxgÞ; (18)

with FiðfxgÞ ¼ f iðfr0xgÞ. We choose the force scale gr0kq, and divide the

force balance Eq. 18,
3
d2xi
dt2

¼ V0

r0kq
ni � dxi

dt
þ f0
gr0kq

FiðfxgÞ; (19)

where we set 3h mckq/g. The overdamped limit 3� 1 is
dxi
dt

¼ v0ni þ mFiðfxgÞ; (20)

where v0 ¼ V0/(r0kq) and m ¼ f0/(gr0kq).

We introduce k ¼ k /k , and D ¼ C /k , and obtain Eq. 3 from Eq. 14.
4 4 q 4 4 q

Similarly, we obtain Eq. 4 from Eq. 15 by introducing u ¼ U/kq, and Dq ¼
Cq/kq.

We set r0 ¼ 10 m m and kq ¼ 0.1 min�1 (23,26), V0 ¼ 1.2 mm min�1

(31,32) and U ¼ 0.21 min�1 (12), based on previous experimental studies.

Because the values of all the other parameters have not been determined for

zebrafish yet, we study the behavior of the system as we change them in the

main text.

We used a custom code written in the C language for our numerical sim-

ulations. Eqs. 1–4 are numerically solved by the Euler method. We compute

the Voronoi tessellation (62) at every time point when solving Eqs. 1–4. The

time step used in the Euler method is 0.01. The code is available upon

request.
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